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Abstract 
Municipalities and government agencies are producers of information that may be of interest to 

the public concerning areas such as population statistics, weather data and policy decisions. In 

the Digital Agenda, the Swedish Government emphasizes the importance for data to be spread 

and promotes the development and innovation of new e-services created by other parties than 

government agencies. Various development initiatives of platforms have been taken around the 

world but there are no specific standards regarding how data should be made public. 

Softronic currently offer their customers a proprietary platform for the publication of open data. 

In order to improve or alternatively replace this, Softronic wanted an evaluation of a number of 

already existing platforms. 

This report contains an evaluation of the Softronic platform along with three other candidates: 

CKAN, Socrata and OpenDataSoft. The included aspects in the evaluation were selected based 

on requests from Softronic, covering among other things the installation process, performance 

and upgrades. To assess the API function of the platforms and demonstrate how an application 

using open data can be implemented, a graphical client was developed. 

Socrata received the highest score in the evaluation, followed by in turn OpenDataSoft, CKAN 

and Softronic. Socrata is recommended as a platform for publishing open government data 

mainly because it offered extensive functionality, required few technical skills and provided 

plenty of support services. 

Keywords: open data, platform, government, municipality, PSI directive, CKAN, Socrata, 

OpenDataSoft.  

 

 





 

 

Sammanfattning 
Kommuner och myndigheter är producenter av information som kan vara av intresse för 

allmänheten gällande exempelvis befolkningsstatistik, väderdata och politiska beslut. I den 

digitala agendan verkar Sveriges regering för att data ska spridas och främja utveckling och 

innovation av nya e-tjänster skapade av andra aktörer än myndigheter. Diverse 

utvecklingsinitiativ har tagits kring plattformar runtom i världen men det finns inga tydliga 

standarder kring hur data ska göras publikt. 

Softronic erbjuder idag sina kunder en egenutvecklad plattform för publiceringen av öppna 

data. För att kunna förbättra eller alternativt ersätta denna, ville Softronic ha en utvärdering av 

ett antal redan existerande plattformar. 

Denna rapport innehåller en utvärdering av Softronics plattform tillsammans med tre andra 

kandidater: CKAN, Socrata och OpenDataSoft. De aspekter som utvärderingen innefattar 

valdes utifrån önskemål från Softronic och täcker bland annat installationsförfarande, prestanda 

och uppgraderingar. För att undersöka API-funktionen hos plattformarna och demonstrera hur 

en applikation som använder sig av öppna data kan implementeras, utvecklades även en grafisk 

klient.  

Socrata fick högst poäng i utvärderingen, följt av i tur och ordning OpenDataSoft, CKAN och 

Softronic. Socrata rekommenderas som en plattform för publicering av öppna myndighetsdata 

främst eftersom den erbjöd omfattande funktionalitet, krävde få tekniska färdigheter och 

tillhandahöll många supporttjänster. 

Nyckelord: öppna data, plattform, myndighet, kommun, PSI-direktivet, CKAN, Socrata, 

OpenDataSoft. 
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Dictionary 
API – Application Programming Interface, describes how software can interact with each other. 

Authority – Word used in this report to signify all public sector bodies encompassed by the 

PSI act. This includes government agencies, municipalities, as well as organisations funded for 

the most part by or under the control of public authorities. 

CRUD – Create, Read, Update and Delete, basic functions often used when handling persistent 

storage. 

CSV – Comma-separated value, a file format that stores tabular data in text-form. 

Dataset – A collection of data, variations of the meaning of the word may occur. 

JSON – JavaScript Object Notation, a format which is human-readable and is used in 

transmissions of data objects. 

KML – Keyhole Markup Language, XML notation representing geographic annotations used 

for presenting data on maps in browsers. 

Metadata – Key-value pairs holding information about data such as format, name and 

description. 

RDF – Resource Description Framework, created for representing metadata and is used today 

when describing information in web resources. 

Record – A record is generally a basic data structure containing values indexed by names. 

Variations of the meaning of the word may occur 

REST – Representational State Transfer, uses the HTTP methods GET, PUT, POST and 

DELETE and is the underlying architectural principle of the web. 

RSS – Rich Site Summary, a collection of XML-based formats used to syndicate data. 

Shapefile – A geospatial vector data format used for storing geometric information.  

SLA – Service Level Agreement, an agreement between a customer and a service provider. 

TSV – Tab-separated value, a file in simple text format storing records separated by a tab stop 

character. 

XML – Extensible Markup Language, a file format which is both human- and machine-

readable. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, an introduction of the degree project is presented. Throughout the report the 

word authority will be used to signify all public sector bodies encompassed by the PSI act, see 

section 3.1.1 The PSI act. This includes government agencies, municipalities, as well as 

organisations funded for the most part by or under the control of public authorities (e.g. 

meteorological institutes).  

1.1 BACKGROUND 
In the Digital Agenda [1], the Swedish Government emphasizes the importance of improving 

the conditions for re-use of public sector information. The intention is to spur the development 

of new and innovative e-services created by actors other than government agencies. The 

Government believes the public sector holds unique resources that made more accessible can 

boost the growth in small and medium-sized IT companies. 

In order to make resources accessible over the Internet, an open data platform can be used. The 

general purpose of the platform is to act as a middleman between the resources at the authority 

and the public domain. There are several open source alternatives, as well as solutions sold by 

companies or developed in-house by IT departments at authorities.  

Softronic is a management and IT consulting company with several areas of business, one being 

developing a platform for open data used by authorities, among them the city of Västerås and 

Naturvårdsverket. An open data platform has already been developed, but there is an interest in 

investigating alternatives in order to find the most appropriate solution.  

This report contains an evaluation of open source platforms for open data where different 

aspects of the platforms are compared. These platforms are also compared with the platform 

Softronic has developed. 

1.2 GOALS 
The primary goal for this degree project was to recommend a platform for publishing open 

government data. An evaluation was to be made of different platforms based on the following 

aspects: 

 How to add data sources to the platform from a local system. 

 The formats supported as data sources (e.g. XML, database, CSV). 

 How to filter sensitive information. 

 If automatic synchronization between the local data source and the platform is possible. 

 How the open data is published (e.g. graphical interface, web service, XML-file). 

 SLA (Service Level Agreement) and cost. 

 Scalability. 

 Performance. 

Furthermore, a graphical client was to be implemented in order to evaluate the API functionality 

of the different platforms. 
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1.3 DELIMITATIONS 
The following delimitations were decided in the beginning of the project: 

 Due to a non-existing budget during the project, only open source platforms were to be 

evaluated. 

 Due to Azure being used by Softronic only platforms with the possibility to run in the 

environment were to be evaluated. 

 The data source formats added to the evaluated platforms were to be limited to XML, 

Excel, CSV, HTML, JSON and PDF. 

1.4 METHODS 
A preliminary study was made where the basic concepts within these areas were investigated 

and the platforms that were going to be evaluated were selected. The preliminary study was 

followed by an implementation phase where the platforms were set up, evaluated and the 

graphical client was built. Lastly, there was a period of finalizing the report. 

Scrum, which is an agile project methodology, was applied throughout the project. The work 

was divided into sprints of about 1.5 weeks each. At the end of each sprint, a meeting was held 

where a backlog was produced with tasks for the upcoming sprint. Demos of the work so far 

was presented for the advisor at Softronic at appropriate intervals so that inputs and opinions 

could come to attention as early as possible.  

Most of the work was carried out at Softronic’s local office in Stockholm. 

The subject, platforms for open data, is quite new and has not yet been explored to a wide 

extent. Because of this, it was hard to find relevant scientific research and data. In order to 

investigate the subject further, interviews with people that had experience within the area were 

carried out, see section 2.5.1 Interviews.  
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2 BACKGROUND 

There are few scientific studies available regarding open data platforms from a technical point 

of view. There is also a lack of guidelines on how authorities are to technically implement a 

platform to make their data open. 

In contrast, there is a wide variety of scientific material on open data and open data platforms 

from a social, economic and legislative perspective as well as several surveys on the topic. 

In this chapter, some of the purposes and challenges of open data are presented, three surveys 

of open data are summarized, two examples of government open data platforms (Midas and 

GovWild) are presented and lastly Softronic’s open data platform solution is explained. 

2.1 PURPOSE OF OPEN DATA 
There are many advantages with open data, especially open government data, where 

information in various areas can be accessed. Authorities collect a significant amount of data 

and are often, by law, responsible for making this data public. By making data public, 

information can be shared, analysed and re-used in many different ways. Government data 

which is made public can also be used to create innovative solutions within multiple areas, e.g. 

create web sites or applications that helps find the nearest recycling facility, find walking routes 

or where all tax-money is used. The possibilities are vast and creates opportunities not only to 

access information about the authorities but also to be able to contribute along the way. 

2.2 CHALLENGES WITH OPEN DATA 
There are several challenges that must be addressed before public sector information can be 

published as open data. Challenges concerning policy, technology, financing, organisation, 

culture, and legal frameworks may obstruct or limit the benefits of open data if not handled 

properly. Examples of issues in each of these areas are presented below [2]: 

 Policy. Specific long-term strategies and related policies that address technical, 

economic, social and legal aspects are important in order to achieve the aims of open 

data. 

 Technology. Integrating open data tools and applications in the existing IT 

infrastructure is essential. Publishing data in many different and unusual formats can 

make users unsure of the validity and trustworthiness of the material, hence limiting 

the value of the open data. The value is also limited if the data cannot be re-used or the 

format is not simple to access. Implementing portals, both national and international, 

enabling access to government data presents many challenges. 

 Financing. Financial investments needed for training employees, purchasing 

technologies and upgrading network infrastructure as well as human-resource costs for 

organizing and preparing the data to be published can be an issue. 

 Organisation. Engaging the users of government data in a two-way dialogue to gain 

feedback about datasets they would like to see released are important to create value. 

Social media can play an important role not only in gaining feedback, but also in 

inspiring open data usage and in creating a need for use of the data. 
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 Culture. To fully capture the benefits of open data, the public awareness of their right 

to access and re-use the public data needs to be raised. This can be accomplished for 

example by government and civil society group partnerships, researching citizen’s 

information needs for use and re-use of data or public-private partnerships to 

encourage open government data use for public service innovation. 

 Legal frameworks. Fragmented and diverse legislation concerning the availability 

and re-use of public information can create confusion for end-users and present an 

obstacle for making data available. Guidelines and handbooks are important to 

facilitate the work to provide open data. Not only legal issues, but technical issues as 

well as economics and communication strategies can be covered by guidelines. 

2.3 STUDIES REGARDING OPEN DATA 
This section presents three studies made by different companies showing the need and 

expectations of open data. Also, these studies show how far different countries and 

municipalities has come in regards of making data public. 

2.3.1 Open data: an international comparison of strategies 
TNO (the Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research) made a study where five 

countries where examined [3]. The countries Australia, Denmark, Spain, the United Kingdom 

and the United States were compared by their strategic plans regarding the transparency of the 

government. It is shown that the plans differ between countries. Denmark, for example, points 

out the opportunities for the development of new products with the help from open data. The 

United States, on the other hand has focus on a transparent government to increase public 

engagement. The comparison indicates that one of the primary motivations to open government 

data is to increase democratic and political influence which empowers citizens in their 

democratic rights. It is also emphasized that opportunities for business and innovation will arise 

with the release of open data. Another motivation for open government data, in the United 

Kingdom and the United States, is to strengthen law enforcement by involving citizens and 

create applications based on security data. All five countries have a portal for open data and 

organize different events to spur innovation in creating services using public data.  

Even though strategic plans are defined by federal and regional governments it is not often 

implemented in individual government agencies. The reason for this being the fear of exposing 

government failures and also the lack of understanding the immediate effects of opening up 

data.  

2.3.2 Open Data Barometer 
The Open Data Barometer (a collaboration between Open Data Institute and the World Wide 

Web Foundation) is a research project that analyses data initiatives and their impacts [4]. 77 

countries are ranked according to their readiness to use open data, level of implementation and 

the emerging impacts. Out of the 77 countries, over 55 percent have an open government data 

initiative of some form. 

Open government data policies have spread fast during the last couple of years but there is still 

a long way to go. Only seven percent of the studied datasets that were published in all countries 

were considered truly open and published under open licenses and in bulk forms that were 

machine-readable. Most countries does not provide datasets relevant for entrepreneurs, and 
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when provided they are published in a non-standard format. For instance, even though data 

regarding public transport often have well established data standards, only 25 percent of the 

studied countries have it available in machine-readable formats. The report was focused on 

quantitative findings of datasets, but it was also pointed out that much of the published data was 

questionable or not up to date. This can create a problem for users who rely on data to be 

published in a timely manner. The top three countries from the study were the United Kingdom, 

the United States and Sweden.  

2.3.3 Survey by Morus 
Morus is a consultant company that made a survey where persons employed at Swedish 

municipalities were asked about the work they are doing with open data [5]. 28 municipalities 

participated in the survey and the questions were answered by persons working within IT 

departments. A majority see benefits in publishing open data but there are obstacles preventing 

them from realizing this. Some of the mentioned obstacles are fear within the organisation, a 

lack in resources and unclarity about the rules and laws that applies to open data. Results also 

show that obstacles in extracting data from the systems exist and that the technology within 

these areas might be behind and need improvement. It is clear from the survey that open data is 

at an early stage and municipalities await more results from other projects or initiatives from 

other municipalities. 

2.4 EXAMPLES OF OPEN DATA IN ACTION 
This section presents two systems that uses open government data in text-based formats such 

as HTML and XML as sources to create linked data. Linked data is a more advanced form of 

open data and a thorough description of the concept is beyond the scope of this report. It is 

worth mentioning that the Swedish government has an ambition to expose open government 

data as linked data [6]. The reason these systems are presented is to illustrate what can be 

achieved by exposing open data.  

2.4.1 Midas 
Midas is a scalable Hadoop-based system built in 2009 by employees at IBM [7]. It is used for 

extracting, integrating and aggregating data from text or semi-structured regulatory financial 

filings. The filings originates from SEC (the United States Securities and Exchange 

Commission) and the FDIC (the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) and are available 

online as public information. The system is thought to be used by investors, financial analysts, 

lawyers and bankers. Use cases include potential investors who need to understand the web of 

relationships a company has with other companies and loan officers who need to understand 

inter-company relationships to estimate the total debt of the company and its subsidiaries. 

The workflow of Midas (see figure 1) consists of five phases: 

 “Crawling” for information. 

 Information extraction. 

 Information integration (entity resolution, map and fuse). 

 Temporal analysis and fusion. 

 Data exposure. 
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First, Nutch is used to crawl the SEC public repository for the most recent regulatory filings of 

certain form types related to financial companies and services. The filings of interest are then 

downloaded. FDIC is crawled in order to download documents (“Call Reports”) for banking 

subsidiaries. 

In the information extraction step, SystemT is used by a number of information extraction 

modules (annotators) to identify concepts such as entities, events and relationships. The end-

product is a sequence of annotated objects that are indexed and used for searching documents 

via an interface. 

Combining extracted data into raw entities is the next step (called entity resolution), which is 

done by running a series of matching rules implemented in Jaql. The raw entity data is then 

mapped into the entity schemas and during the process, duplicate values are fused into one (or 

more) normalized value. 

During the temporal analysis, the timestamps associated with data values in the target objects 

are analysed. The time spans for attributes or relationships are identified as well as the currency 

or recentness of the data. 

The final step is to expose the data through a search interface where entities and relationships 

can be browsed and searched. 

2.4.2 GovWild 
GovWild (Government Web Data Integration for Linked Data) is 

a joint project between the Hasso Plattner Institute and IBM’s 

Almaden Research Lab based on the Midas project [8] [9]. It 

structures and integrates open government data about politicians, 

companies and government funding. Like Midas, GovWild is 

based on Hadoop, Jaql and SystemT. 

The data sources used are from the US and EU, mainly Germany, 

as well as from general information sites to augment the data 

(New York Times and Freebase). The sources consists of online 

web content (HTML), text content (XML) and database dumps 

(CSV and TSV). 

Figure 2 shows an overview of the GovWild platform. As a first 

step in the integration process, the data sources need to be 

converted into JSON format in order to comply with the system. 

For web content, this is done by using specifically configured 

crawlers with built-in text extraction. The next step is using 

“scrubbing scripts” to correct invalid values, normalize values and 

Figure 2. An overview of the  

architecture of the GovWild  

platform [10].  

Figure 1. The data flow of the Midas platform where financial data from FDIC and SEC is transformed into linked data [7]. 
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extract entity types and their respective relationships (mapping) from the JSON tuples. After 

this, real-world entities are identified from different sources. This is done by matching entities 

using the DuDe framework. The final integration step is to fuse matched and grouped 

representations of entities to concise tuples. All data is then exported as RDF triples and in 

parallel is also prepared for the web application by enriching the datasets with complex 

aggregations. Lastly, the data is imported into IWB (the Information Workbench platform). 

IWB is a web platform used to visualize the linked data. A SPARQL query interface is also 

provided to filter the data. 

2.5 CURRENT STATUS OF THE WORK WITH OPEN DATA AND OPEN DATA PLATFORMS 
In order to study the current status of the work with open data, interviews were conducted with 

persons working at authorities in different parts of Sweden. A summary of the results from the 

interviews are presented in this section. Also an overview of Softronic’s own platform is 

presented with its current features. 

2.5.1 Interviews 
Interviews were conducted with persons employed either by a municipality in Sweden or a 

Swedish organisation. The purpose was to get an overview of the current status of the work 

with open data in Sweden. The questions were either answered by e-mail, over the phone or in 

person and were recorded, when necessary, in consent with the person being interviewed. There 

were in total ten questions, all regarding open data, the current work with open data and 

platforms handling open data. See appendix A for a list of the interviewees and all the questions. 

Below is a summary of the interviews: 

The result of the interviews show that some municipalities and organisations have begun the 

work with open data (some even for a couple of years) and uploaded datasets in a wide extent 

whereas others have only started discussions about open data. Regarding requirements about 

the platforms handling open data there is not a specific standard and many are first and foremost 

trying to make the data public in the original format. Some are however trying to follow the 

PSI-directive and publish the data in an open data format. As for the use of a specific platform 

there are a few which mentions or uses the CKAN platform (see section 4.2 CKAN) and a few 

where the platform is developed by the municipality or the organisation itself. Some answered 

that the data is being published directly on their web site. 

Answers show that the formats that are supported as data source differs between the 

municipalities and organisations. Some support all formats due to the data being published 

directly on the web site and some support only formats such as CSV and XML. As for the 

output there are some that only offer a download service through their web site and others that 

have an API which supports queries and filtering of data. There are also some that visualize 

their data in tables, charts and maps whereas others does not visualize the data at all.  

In order to discover the benefits of making data public some municipalities have arranged 

hackathons where applications were developed using open data. An example of an application 

is “Fritid i Umeå” for finding activities to do in the municipality of Umeå. 

The interviews show that the knowledge of other platforms are very limited and only a few 

could mention an alternative platform.  
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2.5.2 The Softronic platform 
Softronic has developed a platform 

which is used today for handling and 

publishing open data for customers [11]. 

The platform is hosted on Microsoft 

Windows Azure and the architecture (see 

figure 3) consists of EF1-INT, databases 

and a web API. EF1-INT, written in C#, 

is the part that handles all incoming open 

data from local data sources which is 

located wherever the customer chooses 

to. At the customer site, adapters (either 

a windows service or a SSIS1) are used 

to convert and send the data to EF1-INT 

in XML format. Currently all databases, 

Excel and CSV files are supported as 

data input. EF1-INT provides the 

platform databases with data and there are local databases designated to each customer and a 

master database which holds all data from the local databases. The web API, using the .NET 

framework, collects the data from the master database and presents data in the OData format. 

The synchronization of data is not made by the platform but at the customer site where data is 

published at scheduled times by e.g. a Windows service or SSIS. Regarding filtering sensitive 

data it is mainly the customers’ responsibility and the platform handles the data received as 

already filtered.  

Included in the platform is a web site specific for each customer where all data is presented and 

there is also a possibility for the customer to upload files containing open data. The web site 

holds information on how the data is presented and how to use the API which exposes all the 

open data.  

 

                                                 
1 SSIS (SQL Server Integration Services) is a component used for data migration tasks. 

Figure 3. An overview of the platform developed by Softronic. 
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3 THEORY 

In this chapter, the theory behind open data and platforms for open data is presented. Section 

3.1 Legislations describes the Swedish legislation concerning open data. Section 3.2 Open data 

presents the basic concepts of open data and section 3.3 Open Data Protocol introduces a 

protocol commonly used to access open data (two of the evaluated platforms, the Softronic 

platform and Socrata uses this protocol, see chapter 4 Platforms). In section 3.4 Platform 

architecture there is a discussion about why there is no standardized architecture for open data 

platforms. The cloud platform Azure, used by several of the evaluated platforms, is presented 

in section 3.5 Azure.  

3.1 LEGISLATIONS 
In Swedish law, there are several legislations concerning the accessibility of public documents 

and conditions of re-use that may be put in place. No coherent legislation on re-use of public 

documents exists today [6].  

One relevant legislation on this topic is the PSI act which implements the PSI directive 

(2003/98/EC) made by the European Union in 2003. The directive encourages the Member 

States to make as much information available for re-use as possible. 

3.1.1 The PSI act 
The Act on the re-use of public administration documents (2010:566), commonly termed the 

PSI act, was passed in 2010 and its purpose is: 

“…to create conditions conducive to the development of an information market by 

facilitating the use by individuals of documents held by authorities.” 

One effect of this could be the development of applications visualizing and combining different 

data sources for the purpose of creating a value for consumers. The PSI act does not say 

anything about the duty to publish or make documents available, legislation regarding this can 

be found elsewhere, see section 3.1.2 Other regulations.  

The PSI act addresses public documents held by authorities where a document is understood to 

mean (from Chapter 2 Section 3, article 1 of the Freedom of the Press Act (1949:105)): 

“… any written or pictorial matter or recording which may be read, listened to, or 

otherwise comprehended only using technical aids.”  

This description includes electronic documents, but not computer programs. The PSI act 

contains stipulations concerning the re-use of public documents including the following: 

 A limitation of charges that can be levied by an authority for re-use of documents. 

 The conditions of re-use of documents should be relevant and non-discriminatory and 

the conditions should be clearly provided. 

 Requests to re-use documents should be dealt with as quickly as possible. 
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The scope of the PSI act is limited, and does not include the following: 

 Documents that are classified as confidential or contains personal data. 

 Documents held by educational and research establishments or cultural 

establishments. 

 Documents that the authority makes available in its business activities. 

 Documents that an authority makes available to another authority, except where the 

documents will be used in its business activities. 

 Documents to which third parties hold rights under the Act on Copyright in Literary 

and Artistic Works (1960:729). 

3.1.2 Other regulations 
Swedish legislation, besides the PSI act, relevant in the context of re-use of public information 

are presented as follows: 

 Chapter 2, the Freedom of the Press Act (1949:105). Legislation concerning the 

authority’s obligation to disclose public information on request. 

 The Administrative Procedure Act (1986:223) states that public information can be 

made accessible within the scope of the authority’s service-duty.  

 Public Access to Information and Secrecy Act (2009:400). Stipulates which 

documents are classified as confidential. 

 Ordinance (2003:234) on the time for providing judgments and decisions. States that a 

document, if considered appropriate, can be sent as electronic mail or in another way 

made accessible electronically. 

 Decree (2010:1770) concerning geographical environment information. Appoints the 

Land Survey Office as the coordinator of making geographical environment 

information accessible through information services on the Internet.  

 Personal Data Act (1998:204). Limits the access to personal data for re-use as well as 

the re-use itself. 

 Act (1960:729) on Copyright in Literary and Artistic Works. Authority documents can 

contain text, photographs or databases that are considered literary or artistic work 

(with Copyright protection) or other efforts (with rights considered neighbouring to 

Copyright). 

 The Fees Ordinance (1992:191) lends a public authority the right to provide electronic 

information for a fee. The ceiling for the fee is full recovery of cost. For municipalities 

and counties a similar regulation is the Local Government Act (1991:900). 

3.2 OPEN DATA 
Data is considered open if it fulfils certain requirements regarding the way it is published. For 

open government data there are additional rules for it to be considered as open. Data can also 

be divided into different categories. 

3.2.1 Definition of open data 
There are a number of conditions for data to follow to be considered open and the first definition 

was drafted in 2005 and has been modified a number of times since then [12]. The latest version, 

1.1, came in 2009 and consists of eleven different points [13]. To summarize the most vital 
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parts it is pointed out that data must be available and presented in a modifiable form at a 

reasonable cost and preferably on the internet where it could be downloaded for free. It must 

also be presented as a whole and be allowed to be re-used and redistributed with no licenses 

that prevents this. There must not occur any discrimination of groups or fields of endeavour to 

prevent the usage and redistribution of the data. 

These definitions are valid for all kinds of open data but there are some specific principles for 

open government data which was decided at a meeting held in Sebastopol, California in 2007 

[14]. This meeting was held to develop a wider understanding of why open government data is 

important in a democratic society. During this meeting, eight principles were decided: 

 Complete. All data which is not private should be made available. 

 Primary. Data is presented with the highest level of granularity and collected at the 

source. 

 Timely. Data should be shared as quickly as possible. 

 Accessible. All data should be shared to as many as possible. 

 Machine processable. Data must be structured so that it is machine-readable. 

 Non-discriminatory. Anyone should be able to access the data. 

 Non-proprietary. Data must be shared in a format which is available to anyone. 

 License free. No copyright, patent or trademark should prevent the data from being 

shared.  

Linked data is the next step for open data where the information can be connected to other 

related data. In 2010, Tim Berners Lee presented a five star rating system to encourage the 

implementations of linked data, see figure 4 [15]. 

3.2.2 Kinds of open data 
Open data can be divided into the following categories [16]:  

 Culture. Data with information about cultural works which is generally handled by 

museums, galleries and libraries. 

 Science. Data which is created from scientific researches. 

 Financial. Data which holds information about financial markets. 

 Statistics. Data that is produced by statistical offices. 

 Weather. Data with information about the weather and climate. 

 Environment. Data about the natural environment, such as the quality of rivers and 

seas. 

 Transport. Data of timetables, on-time statistics and routes. 

Figure 4. A five star rating system for linked data. The stars represents the level of openness for 

data. 
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3.3 ODATA (OPEN DATA PROTOCOL) 
OData (the Open Data Protocol) is a standard that allows the creation of REST-based data 

services where resources can be managed by CRUD operations using simple HTTP messages 

[17] [18]. The resources are identified by URL and are defined in a data model. OData is 

published by Microsoft under the Open Specification Promise. OData is based on several 

Internet standards (from bottom to top): HTTP, XML, Atom and AtomPub. 

Atom (the Atom Syndication Format) is the XML format that OData is published in. An Atom 

document describes lists of related information called feeds which in turn are composed of 

entries. Both feeds and entries have a set of required and optional bits of metadata. Atom was 

invented to syndicate web content such as weblogs and news headlines. 

AtomPub (the Atom Publishing Protocol) is a protocol for publishing and editing the Atom data 

that OData relies on. Central for the protocol is the service document that exposes collections 

of Atom feed documents and allows CRUD operations on entries. The HTTP methods that can 

be used to modify entries exposed by collections are: 

 GET: Get a collection of entries or a single entry. 

 POST: Create a new entry. 

 PUT: Update an existing entry. 

 DELETE: Delete an entry. 

The OData protocol is an extension of AtomPub that includes a data model for defining typed 

and un-typed values on an entry, metadata documents to describe the exposed data model and 

a query language to retrieve data. 

3.3.1 Metadata 
The OData service provides a service document describing the collections exposed. It is located 

at the root URI of the service. An example of a GET request (1) of the service document: 

http://services.odata.org/OData/OData.svc  
 

(1) 

Performing the operation $metadata on the OData service retrieves the metadata document 

describing the EDM (Entity Data Model). The EDM formally describes the properties of the 

exposed resources and the central concepts are entities, relationships, entity sets and functions. 

The metadata document is represented in the XML-based CSDL (Conceptual Schema 

Definition Language). Several primitive types is defined by OData and can be used to describe 

entity properties, for example binary data (Edm.Binary) and string data (Edm.String). An 

example of a metadata GET (2) request: 

http://services.odata.org/OData/OData.svc/$metadata  
 

(2) 

Relationships between entities are described by navigation properties. Operations exposed by 

the OData service that returns data and have no observable side effects are called functions. 

Both navigation properties and functions are specified in the metadata document. 

3.3.2 Queries 
OData provides a query language directly in the URL to get data from the service. By using 

GET on the link attribute of a collection in the service document, the specific feed of that 

collection can be acquired. Further, by using GET on the link attribute of an entry in the feed, 

http://services.odata.org/OData/OData.svc
http://services.odata.org/OData/OData.svc/$metadata
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the entry in question can be acquired. For example, to get the first entry in the collection of 

products, a GET request (3) can be sent to the following URL: 

http://services.odata.org/OData/OData.svc/Products(0) 
 

(3) 

There are several system query options such as filter, orderby and top, all prefixed by $. Options 

can be combined with the denominator &. Functions exposed by the service can also be used 

as query options. The result of a query is by default in the Atom format, but results can also be 

retrieved in XML or JSON format by using $format. 

There are several client libraries available on different platforms to facilitate consuming OData 

including Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0, Java, JavaScript, PHP and Excel 2010 PowerPivot. 

Server-side implementations for producing OData includes Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 and 

IBM WebSphere. 

3.4 PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE 
The authors of this thesis could not find any recommendations or guidelines on the general 

architecture of an open data platform for publishing open government data. No mention of such 

an architecture was found in political documents at an EU level2, national level3 or regional 

level4. Tim Berners-Lee and the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) offer documentation [21] 

[22] on how to publish open government data online, but an architecture to solve this is not 

described or suggested. 

The reason why there are no theoretical descriptions of an architecture of a platform for 

publishing open government data from a scientific or political point of view is unclear. Possible 

reasons could be: 

 From a legal point of view, it is irrelevant through what technical means the open data 

is published as long as the exposed data complies with the rules. 

 The concept of open government data is relatively new, and guidelines describing the 

technical aspects of open data publishing are at an early stage. 

 The platform requirements can differ a lot between the authorities that holds open 

government data. The internal IT-structure as well as the formats of the data makes it 

hard to suggest an architecture general enough to apply to a wide range of authorities. 

 In order to publish open data, there is not always a need to use a platform. In the 

simplest cases, the raw data is published in whatever format it has and a description 

(metadata) is added manually. 

 If only one type of architecture is recommended, politically or otherwise, it could 

hinder the innovative thinking that could lead to an even more appropriate 

architecture. 

 A complete solution that takes care of all the technical steps in publishing open 

government data (in this report called an open data platform) was most likely a 

business idea originally.  

                                                 
2 Not in the PSI directive (2003/98/EC) or the INSPIRE directive (2007/2/EC). 
3 The PSI act (2010:566) and two national guides [6] [19] on open data were reviewed. 
4 A Plan of action [20] for the city of Stockholm on the re-use of open data was reviewed. 
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3.5 AZURE 
Azure is a cloud-computing platform, hosted in data centres managed or supported by Microsoft 

[23]. It has a 99.95% uptime guarantee [24] and customer’s pay-per-use on a monthly basis 

[25]. The features of Azure can be grouped into [23] [26]:  

 Compute. These services are for running applications on Azure and includes VM 

(Virtual Machines), Web Sites, Mobile Services and Cloud Services.  

o VM provide IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) functionality where a customer 

can create and manage a virtual machine by choosing from a gallery of images 

or uploading their own.  

o Web Sites is a specialized VM service for hosting web sites or web 

applications. 

o Mobile Services provides back-end functionality for mobile apps.  

o Cloud Services provides PaaS (Platform as a Service) where a customer can 

deploy applications on a virtual machine managed by Azure. 

 Data services. These services provide storage, modification and reporting abilities on 

data in Azure and includes Storage, SQL Database, HDInsight, Recovery Manager, 

Backup and Cache. 

 App services. To enable applications to run in the cloud these services has been 

developed: Notification Hubs, Service Bus, Media Services, BizTalk Services, Active 

Directory, Scheduler, Content Delivery Network, Multi-factor Authentication and 

Visual Studio Online. 

 Networking. These services provides connectivity and routing at a TCP/IP and DNS 

level and includes Virtual Network, ExpressRoute and Traffic Manager.  
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4 PLATFORMS 

In this chapter, five platforms for publishing open data are introduced as candidates for 

evaluation. The process of selecting these platforms is explained in section 4.1 Candidates. 

Three of the platforms (CKAN, Libre and OGDI) are open source and were installed on Azure. 

The other two (Socrata and ODS) are commercial products hosted by the provider, which meant 

no installation was necessary. Limited free versions of the commercial products were studied. 

The selected candidates to be evaluated alongside the Softronic platform are presented in 

section 4.7 Selected for evaluation. 

4.1 CANDIDATES 
The process of selecting the candidates started by finding possible platforms for publishing 

open data. This resulted in 14 alternatives, two suggested by Softronic (CKAN and OGDI) and 

the rest were found by searching the web (see appendix B for a full listing of the candidates). 

These platforms were then further narrowed down by comparing some of their key qualities in 

order to find the platforms that included most of them. The information was found on the web 

sites of the respective platforms. These qualities were compared: 

 Whether open source or not. 

 Formats and types of data sources that can be added. 

 Data output formats (e.g. file download, API, previews). 

 Visualizations. 

 Quality of documentation. 

 Provided instructions on how to install and use the platform. 

Initially, only open source platforms were intended to be evaluated due to the project’s non-

existing budget. But since many of the platforms were not appropriate for evaluation, it was 

decided that free limited commercial solutions would be included among the candidates.  

After deliberating with the advisor at Softronic, investigating which qualities the platforms had 

and estimating how promising they appeared, the candidates that were chosen were CKAN, 

OGDI, Libre, Socrata and ODS. CKAN was chosen mainly because it was one of the largest 

open data platforms on the market, was well-documented including installation instructions and 

supported any file format as data source. OGDI was chosen because several authorities used it, 

it seemed to be easily installed on Azure and included visualizations of the data. Libre was 

chosen because it included installation instructions, could handle several data sources as input 

and had an API for querying data. Socrata and ODS, both commercial products, were chosen 

because they had many promising features, free limited versions were available and they were 

used by a number of authorities. 

4.2 CKAN 
CKAN (the Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network) is an open source data portal 

platform developed by the non-profit OKFN (Open Knowledge Foundation) and overseen and 

managed by the CKAN Association [27] [28]. The platform is aimed at government agencies, 

organisations and companies who want to publish and share open data [29]. Some of the at least 
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82 authorities [30] using CKAN are the US government, the City of Ottawa, Canada and the 

municipality of Umeå, Sweden.  

Local and regional governments and smaller organisations can buy CKAN as a hosted service 

with guaranteed support and uptime, and for larger project custom development and 

consultation is offered [29]. All the revenues returns to OKFN and supports CKAN 

development. In this project, the non-hosted CKAN v.2.1 was installed. 

4.2.1 Features 
CKAN includes a web interface and the CKAN Action API that both can be used by data 

publishers to add, remove and edit datasets, manage authorization and get user analytics [31]. 

Data users can search, preview and download datasets through the web interface or the API. A 

CKAN dataset consists of one or more resources and metadata. A resource can be a file, a link 

to file or a link to an API. The metadata includes name, description, license, file type, tags, 

upload timestamp, author, maintainer as well as any custom key-value fields.  

Preview visualizations for structured data resources (such as CSV files) include a table and a 

graph view. For geospatial data (if the resource has columns for latitude and longitude) a map 

view is available. Other visualizations include web page previews for link resources and image 

previews. 

CKAN uses the VDM (Versioned Domain Model) for keeping a complete history of the 

activities of the users. Features for sharing and communicate on data exists such as Google+, 

Twitter and Facebook integration and ability to create RSS/Atom feeds of changes to datasets. 

There are over 60 extensions available to CKAN that can be independently added. These 

include extra geospatial capabilities (ckanext-spatial), harvesting data from different repository 

sources (ckanext-harvest) and integrating Google Analytics data (ckanext-googleanalytics). 

[32]. 

4.2.2 Architecture 
The CKAN back-end is written in Python and the front-end in Javascript/HTML [28]. The basic 

architecture and technologies can be described as follows [33]: 

Front-end 

 Web interface. 

Back-end 

 Controller layer. Contains functionality used by the web interface. CKAN web pages 

is generated from Jinja2 template files. Search functionality is powered by SOLR.  

 CKAN Action API. Exposes all CKAN core features to clients. 

 Command Line Interface (Python Paste Script). For managing for example datasets 

and users. 

 Logic layer. Functionality for accessing and modifying data, as well as validation and 

authorization. 

 Model layer. Contains classes for the entities stored in the database. The Pylons web 

framework and SQLAlchemy is used for database communication. 

 PostgreSQL database. 
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4.2.3 Installation 
On VM depot5 there were two images available for download containing Ubuntu 12.04.3 with 

pre-installed packages. On the image containing the database storage for CKAN, the packages 

postgresql-9.1 and solr were pre-installed and on the image containing the CKAN instance, 

apache was installed. 

Two virtual machines were created from the images on Azure management portal. A system 

administrator user for CKAN had to be created by remotely logging in to the CKAN machine 

via SSH, and then a functional environment was achieved. 

4.3 OGDI DATALAB 
OGDI (Open Government Data Initiative) DataLab is an open source platform written in 

C#/.NET and is developed to run on Windows Azure [34]. There are three main components in 

OGDI which are Data Service, Data Loader and Data Browser. OGDI is being used by different 

organisations such as City of Medicine Hat, Canada and City of Regine, Canada. 

4.3.1 Features 
The formats that can be handled as inputs are CSV and KML. Formats for the output through 

an API are OData, AtomPub, KML, JSON and JSONP and through the web interface CSV, 

Excel and DAISY. The features of OGDI DataLab are: 

 Data Service. A REST-based web service which provides data through an API in a 

number of formats. 

 Data Loader. A software, either a graphical user interface or a console based tool for 

publishing data to the platform. 

 Data Browser. A web application used to visualize and present data in different formats 

such as tables, maps, pie charts and bar graphs. The Data Browser also provides the 

possibility to download the files directly. 

4.3.2 Architecture 
The basic architecture of the platform can be described with a front-end and a back-end as 

follows [35] [36]: 

Front-end 

 Data Service (REST-API). 

 Data Browser (web interface). 

Back-end 

 Azure storage. One storage holding configuration information and one holding the 

data. 

 Data Browser Web Role. Responsible for maps, graph visualization of data and 

providing datasets for downloads. 

 Data Browser Worker Role. Responsible for converting data into different formats. 

 Data Service Web Role. Responsible for providing the data from the Azure storage 

accounts. 

                                                 
5 VM depot (http://vmdepot.msopentech.com/), powered by Microsoft Open Technologies, is a catalogue of pre-

configured operating systems, applications and development stacks that can be deployed on Azure. 

http://vmdepot.msopentech.com/
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4.3.3 Installation 
ODGI DataLab can be installed in two ways. Either by downloading the source code6 and 

configuring and installing it manually or through an installer7 which deploys it automatically 

on Azure. However, the source code is needed to run the Data Loader even if you install it with 

the automatic installer. The automatic installer was chosen to install OGDI and for that 

configurations and setup was needed on Azure. First, a cloud service was installed which was 

followed by an installation of two Azure storage accounts. One storage account was for storing 

the files used for the deployment of the platform and the other was for storing the data when 

the platform is running. The installer is web-based and all that is needed is the information 

about the cloud service and storage accounts and the rest is handled automatically. 

4.4 LIBRE 
LIBRE (Large Information Batch Restructuring Engine) is an open source platform, described 

as a versioning and exporting tool, which is written in Python and based on the web framework 

Django [37]. The platform was created to help the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico publish open 

government data. 

4.4.1 Features 
Libre supports databases, spreadsheets, SOAP web services, Twitter feeds and CSV files as 

input formats. The output is a REST-based API that provide the data in JSON format. A web 

site is included in the platform which has the following features [38]: 

 Dataset browser. Displays basic information and also provides a preview function of 

the data. 

 Browseable API. Provides a visual renderer for API requests on the data. 

 Query builder. Provides a visual representation where queries can be formed, 

executed and tested. 

 Query engine. The query engine is used to view the data in different output renderers 

such as a spatial render on a map. 

4.4.2 Installation 
The LIBRE source code8 was distributed on Github and needed to be installed manually since 

no installer was provided. The installation was made in a Linux environment and required a 

virtual machine running a Linux server on Azure. To make the virtual machine visible to the 

public it was connected to a cloud service that was set up on Azure.  

LIBRE was installed on the virtual machine and prior to the installation some programs and 

libraries had to be installed. First, a library named GDAL was installed followed by the 

installation of Python and Django. LIBRE was then installed in a virtual environment and an 

Apache server was setup to host LIBRE on the virtual machine. 

                                                 
6 Source code for OGDI DataLab can be found at https://github.com/openlab/OGDI-DataLab. 
7 The installer for ODGI DataLab can be found at http://odpi.cloudapp.net/. 
8 Source code for Libre can be found at https://github.com/commonwealth-of-puerto-rico/libre. 

https://github.com/openlab/OGDI-DataLab
http://odpi.cloudapp.net/
https://github.com/commonwealth-of-puerto-rico/libre
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4.5 SOCRATA OPEN DATA PORTAL 
Socrata is a company founded by Kevin Merrit in 2007 that has developed a platform named 

Socrata Open Data portal [39] [40]. The platform is a product hosted by Socrata for publishing, 

browsing, comparing and visualizing different datasets. There is a community edition of the 

platform which is open source and under ongoing development that was released to accelerate 

the growth of open data [41]. 

Socrata offers a free version of the platform with minor limitations in functionality which is 

described under section 4.5.2 Limitations. 

4.5.1 Features 
The data formats supported as input to the platform are CSV, Excel, TSV, Shapefiles, KML 

and KMZ files [42]. Data can also be imported via links to data through URLs holding not only 

static data but also to RESTful endpoints. Data can be published through a web interface or an 

API.  

Data is searchable and can be browsed on the portal which is a customer specific web interface. 

The web site also provides visualization of data in tables, graphs, charts and maps and data can 

be downloaded in formats such as CSV, JSON, Excel or XML. 

Socrata has developed their own RESTful SODA API which can be used not only to download 

data but also to upload and publish data to the platform [43]. The formats supported when 

accessing data are JSON, CSV and RDF-XML. 

4.5.2 Limitations 
There are a few limitations in the free version: 

 The site does not geocode addresses. 

 The appearance of the site has only basic styling and cannot be modified. 

 No automated publishing via the publisher API. 

 Upload formats are CSV, TSV and Excel only. 

4.6 ODS 
ODS (OpenDataSoft) is a hosted software solution for open data publishers created in 2011 

[44]. There are at least 20 customers [45] using ODS to publish open data including the city of 

Brussels, Belgium, the city of Paris, France, and the company Veolia Environnement. The 

platform, written in Python with Django as the web framework, uses Exalead for search 

functionality, Hadoop for data processing and MongoDB as its data store [46] [47]. The 

providers used for hosting are Amazon cloud services, Microsoft Azure, eBRC and Numergy 

[44]. 

There are several package solutions available, differentiated by the number of records (a record 

is a set of values, similar to a row in a spreadsheet) that can be stored and the maximum number 

of queries per day [48]. In this project, a free trial version with limited capabilities was tested. 
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4.6.1 Features 
Data can be added from sources such as structured data (e.g. XML and KML files), databases, 

flat files (e.g. CSV), web services, APIs, business software and business files (e.g. Shapefiles, 

GTFS, OSM) [46] [49]. Metadata information can be added based on standards such as DCAT 

or personalized templates. 

Data can be viewed and downloaded in different formats through the web interface or through 

the ODS API [50]. Access to the API can be public or protected with HTTP basic authentication 

or API keys. The API provides functionality for searching and lookup of datasets (an ODS 

dataset is an entity that contains a number of records and metadata) as well as for searching, 

downloading, geographic clustering and analysing records. The visualizations available are 

tables, charts and maps. 

4.6.2 Limitations 
In the free trial version ODS Playground, there are several limitations compared to the full 

version [44]: 

 15 days trial. 

 Only 5 datasets with 100 000 records each can be uploaded. 

 Upload formats are CSV and Excel files only. 

 No embedding of visualizations on external web pages. 

 Limited number of processors available for data preparation and limited number of 

data extractors. 

4.7 SELECTED FOR EVALUATION 
The selection of the three platforms to be evaluated alongside the Softronic platform were based 

on the ability to install or access the platforms. The three platforms that were selected for 

evaluation: 

 CKAN 

 Socrata  

 ODS 

CKAN was installed and deployed on Azure and with extensive documentation regarding the 

usage of the platform. Trial versions for both Socrata and ODS were signed up for and had 

documentation about the usage of the platforms. All three platforms had promising support for 

different data formats and visualization of data. There were also APIs for all three platforms 

which had documentation on how to use them. 

The other two platforms, OGDI and LIBRE, were not selected due to functionality problems. 

OGDI was installed and a web site could be presented with datasets uploaded but no extensive 

documentation was available for further use of the platform. Even though data could be 

uploaded it required a stand-alone software and did not support a wide range of data formats. 

LIBRE was installed and even though a web site could be presented the function for uploading 

data did not work and could not be solved. No documentation was found to solve the issues 

with LIBRE and it could not be selected as one of the platforms to be evaluated. The authors of 

this thesis tried to contact developers and other people involved in both OGDI and LIBRE to 

solve the issues but no response was received.  
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5 EVALUATION 

This chapter presents an evaluation of the platforms CKAN, Socrata, ODS and the one 

developed by Softronic. Each section in this chapter handles a specific aspect which is 

evaluated. The aspects are as follows: installation, configuration and gaining access to 

platforms, data input, data output API, data output visualization, data output downloads, 

performance, SLA and costs, scalability, upgrades, theme customization and political and legal 

aspects. A discussion regarding the result of the evaluation is held in the next chapter.  

The main method used to evaluate the aspects was testing based on predefined questions. These 

questions were answered by studying platform documentation, performing interviews or by live 

tests of the platforms. For the aspect performance, measurements were made and for the aspect 

data output API, a prototype in the form of a graphical client was built. 

5.1 INSTALLATION, CONFIGURATION AND GAINING ACCESS TO PLATFORMS 
In order to start publishing open data on the platforms certain steps had to be taken. For CKAN 

this included a configuration of the platform and for ODS and Socrata it included creating an 

account on their respective portals. Access to the Softronic platform was limited to studying an 

existing solution where published open data could be collected but not edited.  

The CKAN platform can be installed from source or from package. To avoid complications 

during installation, no installation was made but instead two images containing a working 

CKAN installation were used to create two virtual machines on Azure (see section 4.2.3 CKAN 

installation). When following the “getting started” guide in the official CKAN documentation 

a failure to delete test data using the paster command9 was encountered. This lead to the 

recreation of the virtual machines and creating and deleting test data by using this command 

was not tried again. An attempt to upgrade the CKAN version according to the instructions in 

the official documentation was made, but failed. After several attempts to solve the problems 

with the upgrade, the existing version was decided to be used. The reason being the limited time 

scope of the project and the fact that the existing version was considered sufficient for the 

evaluation. 

The trial version of the ODS platform could be accessed by creating an account on ODS 

Playground10. To access the free version of the Socrata platform, an account was created on 

their open data site11. No other configuration was needed in order to start publishing data on the 

platforms. 

The Softronic platform differs from the others in that no web interface for publishing and 

managing open data is available. An existing solution where open data from a government 

agency could be accessed through an API and from a web site with metadata information and 

downloadable files was studied instead. This meant no configurations of the platform was made 

at all. 

                                                 
9 The paster command is a part of the Python Paste framework, http://pythonpaste.org/. 
10 ODS Playground is located at http://playground.opendatasoft.com. 
11 The Socrata open data site is located at http://opendata.socrata.com. 

http://pythonpaste.org/
http://playground.opendatasoft.com/
http://opendata.socrata.com/
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5.2 DATA INPUT 
The platforms support different 

formats as data source, presented in 

table 1. CKAN supports XML and 

HTML uploaded as links to the 

dataset. As for Socrata, neither 

HTML nor JSON can be used as 

data format. The trial version for 

ODS only supports Excel and CSV whereas the full version supports other formats as well (see 

section 4.6.1 ODS Features). The Softronic platform supports the formats XML, Excel and 

CSV. All the platforms provide the functionality of adding metadata to a dataset. The guide on 

re-use of public sector information [6] recommends that certain metadata, such as name, 

description and when the dataset was last updated, is added to each dataset. The metadata which 

can be added for the datasets on the platforms are presented in table 2. 

Datasets can be uploaded to CKAN in a 

number of ways [51]. One way is to upload 

datasets via the web site where a graphical 

interface is presented. When uploading 

through the web site all information is entered 

when selecting the dataset. Another way is to 

upload data through the CKAN Action API 

manually or by using a ckanclient12 to execute 

Python scripts which loads the data to the 

CKAN platform. The metadata, when using 

the API, is uploaded together with the dataset. There is a possibility to add a variety of different 

types of metadata, even custom key value pairs.  

The Socrata platform has two different ways of uploading a dataset [52]. One is via the web 

site and the other is through the Socrata Publisher API. When uploading through the web site, 

datasets can be selected either by file selection or by entering a URL. All information about the 

data, such as metadata, is entered while adding the dataset to the platform. The API provides a 

way to add, delete and update datasets and metadata. The metadata has predefined fields and 

custom fields cannot be added.  

ODS allows a user to upload a dataset through the web site. Datasets can be selected for 

uploading either by file selection or by entering a URL. The metadata for the dataset can be 

entered in predefined fields when uploading it. 

A specific API is used for uploading a dataset to the Softronic platform [11]. For the platform 

to accept the data it must be in XML-format according to a customer contract. Adapters are 

written which are used to convert the data to XML-format. Softronic is responsible for 

uploading the data but if a customer have the technical skills they can upload data in the XML-

format themselves. The web site can hold custom metadata which is uploaded independently of 

the datasets. 

                                                 
12 Ckanclient (https://pypi.python.org/pypi/ckanclient) is developed for CKAN to upload data to the platform.  

Table 1. Showing supported data formats as the data source for the 

platforms. 

Table 2. Showing the metadata that can be added to a 

dataset for each evaluated platform. A metadata key 

represents the key in the metadata key-value pair. 

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/ckanclient
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5.3 DATA OUTPUT: API 
A graphical client was developed to evaluate the APIs of the different platforms. The client was 

developed as a web site project in Visual Studio 2013 and written in HTML5, JavaScript and 

CSS. JQuery was used for the requests to the APIs and Bootstrap was used for the layout of the 

web site. The data that was requested from all APIs originated from an Excel file with 23 000 

rows and with the size of 9 megabyte. The file was chosen in order to investigate how the APIs 

would handle the querying of large datasets. The file had information about different facilities 

and their emissions in e.g. air and water. 

The web site (see appendix C) consisted of a welcome page, pages designated to each platform 

(CKAN, Socrata, ODS and Softronic) and an about page. Each page belonging to a platform 

had a map with plotted markers of 200 records ordered by facility name. The page also 

displayed a search field where a request for a specific facility could be executed. The search 

only returned facilities that had an identical match with the facility name.  

5.3.1 CKAN Datastore API 
While the CKAN Action API is used for CRUD operations on datasets and resources, querying 

the contents in a structured resource (Excel or CSV file) is done through the DataStore API 

[53]. DataStore is an extension that provides a specific database for storage of data from 

resources. To automatically add data from a resource to the DataStore when adding the resource 

to the original CKAN database, the service DataPusher can be used. Both DataStore and 

DataPusher were installed on the CKAN instance used in this project. The DataStore API 

contains functionality for CRUD operations on the DataStore database, downloading the 

resource as CSV and filtering the content with SQL queries or built-in parameters.  

In order to add the Excel file to the DataStore, it had to be modified. The original file had a 

filtering function attached to the column titles. This function had to be removed before the file 

could be added. A limitation was that only 1 500 records of the total 23 000 were added to the 

DataStore. No information on this limitation or if it could be configured was found in the official 

documentation. Posts describing the issue were made to the CKAN Development Discussions 

mailing list and on StackOverflow but no answers were received. 

To retrieve the markers on the map the following query (4) was made: 

HTTP GET {domain_url}/api/3/action/datastore_search?resource_id={id}& 

sort={column_name}&limit=200 

 

(4) 

The resource_id can be found through the web interface or by querying the Action API. The 

results were ordered by using the sort parameter and the first 200 results were retrieved by using 

the limit parameter (by default, only 100 results are retrieved). The sorting of the data was done 

before selecting the 200 results. The HTTP response was in JSON format and no API key was 

needed for GET requests to the DataStore. The Swedish letters å, ä, ö were interpreted as a, a 

and o respectively when sorting although they were displayed correctly.  

The search query (5) to retrieve all records with the search word name as column_name was: 

HTTP GET {domain_url}/api/3/action/datastore_search?resource_id={id}& 

filters={"{column_name}":"{name}"}&limit=1500 

 

(5) 
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By using the filters parameter, the records returned were exact matches (the case of the letters 

matters). The limit ensured that all records matching the query were returned (a maximum of   

1 500 records can match the query since only 1 500 records were added to the Datastore). 

5.3.2 Socrata SODA API 
A client can retrieve data from a dataset in two ways from the Socrata platform. If data is to be 

retrieved by e.g. Microsoft Excel, OData is used. The other way to retrieve data is to use 

Socrata’s own API named SODA (Socrata Open Data API) which has its own query language, 

very similar to SQL called SoQL (Socrata Query Language). SoQL queries supports a variety 

of parameters to filter, order and limit the results which are returned in JSON format. 

Every dataset has an endpoint from which data can be retrieved which is a simple and unique 

URL [54]. Included in the URL is the dataset identifier which is auto-generated by Socrata 

when the dataset is uploaded. A request for data to the API can be executed with or without an 

app token which is an identifier for an application with a specific IP-address connected to it. If 

multiple requests are done by a client without the app token it would eventually be prevented 

from retrieving data. Therefore, an app token is used to increase the number of requests which 

is allowed by the same client. 1 000 requests per hour are allowed with the app token and can 

be increased by Socrata if there is a specific need to.  

The following URL (6) was used to retrieve data used to display markers on a map from SODA: 

HTTP GET {domain_url}/resource/{dataset_identifier}?$$app_token={app_token} 

&$limit={nr}&$order={column_name} ASC 

 

(6) 

The app_token is used to identify the client when executing a request, limit is used to narrow 

down the result to a certain amount and order is used to sort the result. The API has a maximum 

limit of 1 000 records that can be retrieved at once13 and to collect all data from the dataset an 

offset has to be used each time a request is made. The limit was set to 200 to display only a few 

records on the map. The sorting of the result was made in an ascending order and the dataset 

was sorted first and then 200 records were returned.  

The following URL (7) was used to retrieve data when a search was made: 

HTTP GET {domain_url}/resource/{dataset_identifier}?$$app_token={app_token} 

&$where={column_name} = ‘{name}’ 

 

(7) 

The where parameter was used to filter the result with only the column_name matching the 

name. There was a match if the whole word was identical to the matching parameter.  

5.3.3 ODS Records API 
The ODS platform includes an API  that can be divided into two parts: one for querying the 

data resources (Datasets API) and one for querying the content of a resource (Records API) 

[55]. The Records API was tested in this evaluation and it contains functionality for searching 

(including filters for sorting, return format and geofiltering), downloading, analysing and 

geoclustering records. No modifications of the Excel file was needed and all the records were 

added to the platform when uploading the file in the web interface. 

 

                                                 
13 A limit of this type is often set on APIs to prevent spamming and to allow for a shorter response time. 
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The query (8) for placing the markers on the map: 

HTTP GET {domain_url}/api/records/1.0/search?apikey={key}&sort=-

{column_name}&dataset={dataset_id}&rows=200 

 

(8) 

An ODS domain can be protected or public depending on the security properties for the domain. 

A domain contains users, datasets and defines a set of services including the API and web 

interface. In the trial version, the domain cannot be public which meant an API key was needed 

in order to access the Records API. The dataset_id could be found by using the web interface 

or the Datasets API. The results can only be sorted on a field containing numerical data, not 

alphabetical data. This meant the intended query could not be carried out, since the field that 

was to be sorted contained alphabetic data. The rows parameter was used to select the first, 

sorted 200 records. A maximum of 10 000 records can be retrieved in one query, and the default 

value for rows is 10. 

The search query (9) for finding all records with the specified name: 

HTTP GET {domain_url}/api/records/1.0/search?apikey={key}&dataset= 

{dataset_id}&q={column_name}:”{name}”&rows=10000" 

 

(9) 

As in the previous query, key and dataset_id had to be provided.  The maximum number of 

records retrieved in one query was given by the rows parameter in order to retrieve as many 

results as possible. The query returned exact matches in the sense that results with a 

column_name value of “A Name” was returned when querying for “a”, “name” and “a Name” 

but not for “na” (case is ignored). 

5.3.4 Softronic OData API 
Softronic has their own API which is based on the OData protocol (see section 3.3 OData) 

where it is possible to search, filter and order data with different parameters [11]. The API does 

not have a limit to the number of records that can be retrieved in one request and can return the 

whole dataset. The format of the data is XML by default but can be changed to JSON if desired. 

There was a problem when requesting data on another domain which violated the same-origin 

policy14. This was solved by adding a prefix to the URL which provided a proxy that allowed 

cross-domain requests.  

The following URL (10) was formatted to retrieve data to display on the map: 

HTTP GET www.corsproxy.com/{domain_url}/api/{dataset_identifier}?$format= 

json&$top=200&$orderby={column_name} 

 

(10) 

The format on the reply was requested to be in JSON and the result was first ordered and then 

200 records were returned.  

The following URL (11) was formatted for retrieving data during a search: 

HTTP GET www.corsproxy.com/{domain_url}/api/{dataset_identifier}?$format= 

json&$filter={column_name} eq ‘{name}’ 

 

(11) 

The filter parameter was used to select the records which had a name equal to the column_name. 

There was a match only if the whole word was identical to the matching parameter.  

                                                 
14 For more information on the same-origin policy, see https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/Security/Same-origin_policy. 

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Security/Same-origin_policy
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Security/Same-origin_policy
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5.3.5 Summary 
When comparing the API of the platforms, CKAN had several significant deficiencies. 

Modification of the Excel file was needed, not all records were added to the API database and 

sorting on special letters was not performed. The ODS Records API also had two significant 

deficiencies: no sorting on alphabetical fields and no exact matching of search expressions. 

Because of these deficiencies, CKAN and ODS both failed to perform the two intended API 

queries. Socrata SODA API and Softronic OData API were both successful in returning the 

expected results from the queries. The Socrata platform also had a clear strategy for handling 

possible overload of API traffic by introducing app tokens and offered the choice of using their 

own SODA API or the OData API. The overall impression is that Socrata offered the best API 

functionality. 

5.4 DATA OUTPUT: VISUALIZATIONS 
The visualization of data on their respective web interfaces differed on all platforms. The tools 

for visualization were evaluated for the platforms.  

CKAN had the ability to display data in a table that had a basic filtering function, charts in 

forms such as lines, bars, points and columns and, if there were columns containing coordinates, 

there was a possibility to display data on a map. An extension to activate the preview of static 

PDF files was configured but without success and the file could not be previewed. The metadata 

was presented in a clear way and displayed after a dataset was selected.  

Socrata had a default view where data was displayed in a table which could be filtered according 

to different conditions. The data could be displayed in different charts e.g. column, pie, donut, 

line and bar charts where columns with the relevant data could be selected. To display data on 

a map, the data had to have specific location columns selected during the upload holding 

coordinates for both longitude and latitude. A view of the filtered table, chart or map could be 

saved on the Socrata platform. The metadata was somewhat hidden and could easily be missed 

but could be previewed both in a full page view and as a column next to the table with all data. 

The trial version of ODS provided the display of data in a table which could not be filtered in 

any way. Metadata was easily accessed and clearly presented with a number of attributes. The 

full version provides more visualization of data in forms of pie, bar, spline and column charts 

and also a map view with plotted markers. The views in the full version can be saved in the 

form of a link that points to the filtered version of the visualization.  

For the Softronic platform, no visualization of the data was possible. Metadata was displayed 

very clearly and presented extensive information regarding the dataset.  

5.5 DATA OUTPUT: FILE DOWNLOADS 
All platforms provided the possibility to download a dataset as a file from the web site at least 

in the original format. However, there were some differences between the platforms in the 

number of formats that were supported for download. CKAN and Softronic only provided the 

dataset in the original format. ODS offered a number of download formats such as CSV, JSON, 

Excel, GeoJSON and as a Shapefile with the restriction of the first 30 000 records. The platform 

that supported most downloading formats was Socrata with the support for CSV, JSON, PDF, 
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RDF, RSS, Excel and XML. ODS was the only platform that provided the possibility to 

download the whole dataset through the API in the formats CSV, Shapefile, XLS and KML. 

5.6 PERFORMANCE 
In order to evaluate the performance of the platforms, three types of tests were devised. The 

performance of the APIs were investigated by a warm up test, a load test and a data download 

test. The data that was requested from all APIs originated from an Excel file with 23 000 rows 

and with the size of 9 megabyte.  

The open source product Apache JMeter version 2.11 was used for the tests. The elements used 

were Thread groups, HTTP Request samplers, Summary report listeners and View results in 

table listeners. The fundamental part of a JMeter test is a test plan that describes the steps that 

will be executed when the test is run [56]. A test plan consists of one or more Thread groups. 

A Thread group controls the threads used to execute the test by allowing the setting of the 

number of threads, the ramp-up period and the number of times to run the test (loop count). The 

ramp-up period defines how long it will take JMeter to get all threads up and running. A Thread 

group can hold several other elements like samplers and listeners. A HTTP Request sampler 

tells JMeter to send a HTTP Request to a server and wait for a response. The View results in 

table and Summary report listeners provides access to information that JMeter gathers. The 

Summary report listener presents both the average response time and population standard 

deviation. 

The tests were performed on Softronic premises in Stockholm during working hours (between 

8 am and 5 pm). Access to Internet was achieved through an Ethernet cable. The specifications 

of the computer the tests were executed on are listed in table 3.  

 

 

 

 

 

5.6.1 Warm up test 
There can often be an additional response time for a HTTP request to a web server if the web 

server has not handled requests for a period of time [57]. This additional response time is 

commonly called warm up time. The reason for the warm up time could for example be that the 

server needs to load data from disk into RAM. In order to measure this time for the respective 

web servers of the platforms, a warm up test plan was created.  

The response time of five consecutive HTTP requests to the API of each platform was 

measured. The test was performed three times for each platform, with at least two hours between 

each measurement. An average of each HTTP request to each platform was calculated over the 

three test runs and the results are shown in figure 5. The HTTP request was to get 1 000 records 

of data. The test plan consisted of a Thread group with one thread executed five times and no 

ramp-up period, a HTTP Request sampler for each API and a View results in table listener.  

Table 3. The specifications of the computer the 

performance tests were executed on. 
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5.6.2 Load test 
In order to investigate how the response time varied with different numbers of concurrent users, 

a load test was performed on each API. As in the warm up test, the API call that was made was 

to get 1 000 records of data. The number of simulated concurrent users (threads) varied between 

1 and 25.  

To make sure no warm up time would affect the tests, a Thread group was created with a 

sampler that simulated one user making a HTTP GET request ten times for 1 000 records. Prior 

to each load test, the respective warm up Thread group was executed. 

The Thread group that ran the load test had the following properties: 1-25 number of threads, a 

ramp-up period of half the number of threads in seconds and a loop count of 10. For example, 

when 10 threads were executed, the ramp-up period was 5 seconds. The Thread group held a 

HTTP Request sampler for each API and a Summary report listener. Figure 6 shows the average 

response time for each platform with a varying number of simulated concurrent users. In figure 

7, the population standard deviation for the averages are presented. When the standard deviation 

is large, it means that the concurrent users are being treated differently, some receiving a 

response quickly and others slowly. A small deviation on the other hand, means that all users 

have about the same response time. Both the average response times and the population 

standard deviations were calculated by the Summary report listener. 

Figure 5. The response time was measured for five consecutive API calls to CKAN, Socrata, ODS and 

Softronic. Three test rounds were performed for each API, with at least two hours between each test round 

and an average response time for each request was calculated. 
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Figure 6. The graph shows the average response time for a HTTP GET request of 1 000 records to the 

APIs when the number of simulated concurrent users of the APIs differs between 1 and 25. 

Figure 7. The population standard deviation from the average response time in figure 6 is illustrated in 

this graph.  
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5.6.3 Data download test 
The final test measured how the average response time was affected by the size of the 

downloaded data. The average response time for requesting 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1 000 

records was measured for each API. The test plan consisted of the same warm up Thread group 

used in the load test and another Thread group with the same elements as in the load test but 

with different properties. The properties of the data download Thread group was one thread 

with no ramp-up period and a loop count of 100. Figure 8 shows the average response times for 

the requests to the platform APIs and figure 9 shows the population standard deviation for the 

averages, all calculated by the Summary report listener. 

  

Figure 8. The average response time when downloading an increasing number of records from the APIs of 

CKAN, Socrata, ODS and Softronic respectively is shown in this graph. 

Figure 9. The population standard deviation from the average response time when downloading an 

increasing number of records from each API is shown. Figure 8 shows the average response times. 
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5.6.4 Factors affecting the test results 
There are several factors that could have affected the results of the tests, such as: 

 Location of the web servers. The tests were performed on-site at Softronic in 

Stockholm and the platforms were situated at different distances from these premises. 

This meant the throughput could differ when sending and receiving HTTP requests 

and responses. This would generally benefit web server’s located near-by, such as the 

Softronic platform. If the tests had been performed at another location where the 

distances to the platforms were different, the test results could have benefited another 

platform. It should be noted that the free Socrata platform is located in datacentres in 

the US, while paying customers located in Europe are hosted in datacentres in 

Amsterdam [58]. 

 The Internet is not isolated. Depending on for example the time of day, the 

throughput could differ both locally (traffic on the LAN) and remotely (traffic on the 

Internet). 

 The APIs are not isolated. This means that during the tests, there was no way of 

knowing for sure no one else was using the APIs. If the APIs was used by someone 

else, this would affect the results.  

 The choice of ramp-up period in the load tests. This would affect the results, but it 

would affect all results in the same manner. The ramp-up period effectually decides 

how many threads are actually concurrent at each given time. 

A few points regarding the ODS platform: the trial version has a slight difference regarding 

storage performance compared to the full version which might affect the response time 

negatively [59]. The ODS API used in the performance tests was the Search API, if the 

Download API had been used it would allegedly have improved the response time. Lastly, 

paying customers of the ODS platform has the choice of deploying on dedicated instances with 

better performing hardware for an additional cost. 

For the full versions of the commercial products, an SLA could include an agreement on the 

maximum response time for querying the API. Depending on the specific SLA, the performance 

of the platforms could be affected. 

5.7 SLA AND COSTS 
This section evaluates the SLAs and costs associated with the open data platforms. CKAN is 

different in the sense that it is an open source solution and the others are commercial which 

makes a direct comparison difficult. In order to try and make a fair comparison between CKAN 

and the other platforms, the hosted CKAN offering CKAN Express was evaluated in section 

5.7.1 CKAN. In addition, some relevant questions to be considered when choosing an open 

source software are also discussed in the same section. 

Since all of the SLAs offered for the platforms were at least to some extent customer specific, 

only a general overview of what was being offered is presented here. 
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5.7.1 CKAN 
One of two main strategies can be adopted by an authority when setting up the CKAN open 

data platform: installing it using the open source code and maintaining it themselves, or 

purchasing the OKFN standard data portal offering CKAN Express. A third alternative would 

be using an unofficial provider offering a package CKAN agreement. 

CKAN Express offered three packages called Pilot, Production and Professional. The SLA of 

the packages included all the basic services of CKAN as well as extensions for DataStore and 

harvesting [60]. The Professional package also included one day of administrator training on 

site, 100 GB file storage, up to ten editors and support by email or phone for editors as well as 

administrators with guaranteed response within two working hours. The packages had a 

minimum subscription period of one year, then 30 days’ notice. The Professional package had 

a monthly cost of 3 000 €. 

There are several matters to take into consideration in order to determine if hosting and 

maintaining an open source platform is preferable over using a commercial platform for an 

authority. Some relevant questions are: 

 Is there adequate and regularly updated documentation regarding installation, usage and 

upgrading of the platform? 

 Is there a dedicated forum, mailing list or other way to get in contact with the community 

for support? 

 Is there a way to get in contact with the developers of the platform for support?   

 Is there a significant risk that the platform will stop being developed in the future? 

 What are the hidden costs of maintaining the platform? 

For the CKAN platform there was official documentation available online15, but whether it is 

adequate to maintain the platform depends on the technical background of the reader. The 

amount and quality of the documentation also differed between the areas covered.  

There was no forum dedicated to CKAN, but several mailing list (for example the CKAN 

Development Discussions16) and CKAN had its own tag on StackOverflow (a Q&A site for 

programmers). Most of the developers of CKAN could be contacted through the projects’ site 

on Github17, but there was no official guarantee that questions would be answered.  

With open source software, there is always a risk of it becoming obsolete in the future. To 

evaluate the risk for CKAN, further investigations have to be made. There can be several hidden 

costs associated with using open source software that an authority needs to be aware of: 

hardware costs (web server and database hosting), human resources costs (time spent on 

troubleshooting problems, testing the software and system administration) and unexpected costs 

(arising if there is a need to add missing functionality to the software) [61]. 

  

                                                 
15 Located at http://docs.ckan.org/en/latest/.  
16 Subscriptions can be managed at https://lists.okfn.org/mailman/listinfo/ckan-dev.  
17 Main page is located at https://github.com/ckan/ckan.  

http://docs.ckan.org/en/latest/
https://lists.okfn.org/mailman/listinfo/ckan-dev
https://github.com/ckan/ckan
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5.7.2 Socrata 
For a paying customer, Socrata offered an SLA with metrics such as total storage, size limit for 

largest dataset, monthly data delivery bandwidth and number of API calls/day [58]. The details 

were to be specified in the contract and determined by the needs of the customer. The uptime 

was guaranteed to be at least 99.9% averaged over a three months period (not including a less 

than 24 hours/year downtime for maintenance). The web interface supported the browsers IE, 

Firefox, Chrome and Safari.  

The services for open data offered by Socrata included a custom open data web site, an agreed 

number of datasets and various optional modules (for example ESRI integration, 

approval/workflow routing, and dataset/cell level commenting). A typical package for an 

authority would include about 50 hours of services for setting up and training. Support was also 

offered and varied depending on the customers’ needs. The support service consisted of a help 

desk that responds during working hours (24/7 support was offered for an additional fee) by 

email or phone. The calls are responded to, based on a severity level and the initial response 

target varies between 30 minutes to 24 hours. There was also online help available through a 

Customer Support Portal. 

The contracts with the customers were typically for a period of 12-48 months, but shorter trial 

period contracts were also offered. There was a negotiable one time set-up fee based on the 

number of hours and services required, and a monthly subscription fee based on number of 

datasets and platform modules. 

5.7.3 ODS 
The SLAs offered by ODS were different according to what is required by the customers and 

projects [44]. They all entailed services such as access to the platform, data hosting, 

maintenance, phone and email support and feature updates. 

There were three basic packages offered by ODS. The difference between them was the number 

of records that can be stored and the number of queries to the UI or API allowed per day. 

Custom packages could also be purchased if the requirements are larger than the ones offered 

in the basic packages. A package of 10 million records and 100 000 UI/API queries/day had a 

monthly cost of 700 € [62].Contracts were usually yearly, but for specific events such as a 

hackaton, they could be shorter. 

5.7.4 Softronic 
The SLAs provided by Softronic were customer specific and there were no official price lists 

available [63]. Only one package was offered containing an OData API for retrieving resources 

and an information portal in the form of a web site where attributes of the datasets are presented, 

such as examples of usage, metadata and documentation. Datasets for comparison data, 

transparency, location data, geographic data, environment data and demography could be 

published. 

The support options were to be negotiated with the customer and varies depending on the 

customers’ needs. Uptime guarantees of the information portal and API were the same as for 

Azure cloud services since the solution is hosted on Azure. 
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5.8 SYNCHRONIZATION 
If a local resource is being regularly updated, it would be a desirable feature of an open data 

platform to offer some form of synchronization. In this way, updating the resource on the 

platform can be done automatically. This section presents the synchronization features of the 

platforms. 

For CKAN, synchronization of data sources can be achieved with some effort. By using the 

CKAN extension harvest, records can be imported regularly from different repository sources. 

In order to use this extension for a custom repository source, a harvester for it has to be written 

in Python implementing the harvesting interface [64]. A CKAN harvester (for using a remote 

CKAN instance as a data source) is included in the extension. The harvesters can be run as jobs 

by using the harvester run command. In a production environment, the system utility Cron can 

be used to run the harvesting jobs periodically.  

The open source application DataSync [65] can be used to achieve synchronization on the 

Socrata platform. It is written in Java and can be used through a GUI or as a command line tool. 

The application takes a CSV or a TSV file on a local machine or a networked hard drive and 

publishes it to a Socrata dataset. DataSync jobs can be scheduled using tools such as Windows 

Task Scheduler or Cron and in this way Socrata datasets can stay up-to-date. 

ODS offers a connectivity framework with included synchronization features for incremental 

processing of data sources [44]. 

Synchronization on the Softronic platform is achieved by the adapters at the customer site, see 

2.5.2 Softronic platform. If the customer’s data source is for example a relational database, the 

adaptor regularly collects all updated data in the database tables [11]. This is done by examining 

a column containing a timestamp of the last time the row was updated. Only the updated rows 

are converted to XML-format and forwarded to the platform.  

5.9 UPGRADES 
In order to use the platform in the future an important aspect is how upgrades are handled. This 

section describes how upgrades are executed for the platforms and whether the company or the 

customer is responsible for it. 

With CKAN being an open source product upgrades are done by the customer itself. There are 

instructions provided for upgrading in the CKAN documentation [66]. There is a CKAN 

mailing list available where information about new releases are posted. Major releases for 

CKAN with significant changes are infrequent whereas minor releases with less disruptive 

changes and sometimes backward-incompatible changes are meant to be released every three 

months. Patches with bug fixes and optimizations are released frequently. 

Socrata handles all upgrades for the customers [58]. A Socrata team is responsible for adding 

more features to the platform if requested by the customer. All upgrades are announced on 

Socrata’s support site and customers can register to receive alerts by email. Some upgrades, 

enhancements to the UI (User Interface) and new features can require changes but are handled 

by Socrata. Major disruptive changes for the API are released infrequently and planned in 

advance and communicated through the Socrata developer community [43]. An occasional 

problem associated with an upgrade is old browsers being used to display the web site. For 
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instance, new mapping features and performance dashboard features do not look as they are 

supposed to in Internet Explorer 8. 

ODS is responsible for upgrades of the platform [44]. Minor upgrades are announced by a 

technical team who sends out emails to the customers. A newsletter with video tutorials are sent 

at major releases with new features. Major disruptive changes occur infrequent and the core of 

the platform stays the same.  

Softronic handles all upgrades for the platform and informs their customers via email or by 

contacting them directly [11]. The frequency of upgrades depends on requirements from 

customers if new features are requested or if Softronic decides to add new features. Since there 

has not been a major release yet, no problems have occurred.  

5.10  THEME CUSTOMIZATION 
One aspect to consider is if the web site of the platform is customizable in a way so that it fits 

a company profile. This section describes how or if the web site can be customized for the 

different platforms.  

CKAN offers two different ways to customize the web site. If the platform is hosted, then the 

CKAN team or a CKAN partner can make changes to the appearance of the web site. With this, 

no programming skills are needed for the customer. On the other hand, if the instance is 

deployed by the customer, then the theme can be customized by altering the source code. There 

are no predefined templates but the site is customizable and everything can be altered if needed. 

It is recommended to have basic knowledge about Python, JavaScript, HTML and CSS to 

understand how to make the alterations. There is extensive documentation about theming the 

web site with tutorials giving examples on how to change the layout [67]. 

The Socrata platform supports changes in the appearance of the web site [58]. Basic changes, 

such as pictures, text and some colours can be managed by the customer and this is done without 

writing any code. The customer uploads a dataset holding data about the customized appearance 

from which the platform makes the alterations. Socrata offers documentation to their customers 

on how to make basic changes to the appearance. If there is a need for extensive changes, 

Socrata or a partner is responsible for doing this. There are predefined templates to choose from 

to make deployment happen quickly where different templates can be mixed together. The 

visualization tools and admin panels are consistent across all web sites and cannot be 

customized. There is no requirement to present the Socrata logotype but it is encouraged to 

place the text “powered by Socrata” somewhere on the web site. 

ODS offers the possibility to change the appearance of the web site either by the customer or 

by the company itself [44]. The web site can be fully customized with changes of logos, icons, 

menus and new pages can be added such as a home page and a contact page. No predefined 

templates exists for changing the appearance, only a basic look. Changes can be made with 

HTML and CSS and ODS does not provide any specific documentation for this.  

For the Softronic platform, an example site is given to the customer [11]. Since the web site 

and its source code are made accessible, the customer has full control over changing the 

appearance. Standard web design skills are necessary for handling the appearance. If the 

customer requests a specific appearance of the web site, Softronic can provide this service. 
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5.11  SCALABILITY 
Scalability is a wide concept and evaluating the scalability of the open data platforms to any 

large extent is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, an overview of how the scalability of the 

platforms can be managed and measured is given in this section. 

The scalability of a system can be explained as [68]: 

“… the ability of a system to accommodate an increasing number of elements or objects, 

to process growing volumes of work gracefully, and/or to be susceptible to enlargement.“ 

One way to measure scalability is to examine how the system handles a growing number of 

simultaneous users, which is covered in section 5.6 Performance. The scalability of the open 

data platforms can also be examined by configuration of databases to increase performance 

when containing large amounts of data, load balancing between web services or virtual 

machines to handle a growing number of clients or optimizing cache settings.  

The platforms evaluated (CKAN, ODS, Socrata and Softronic) are all hosted on Azure18. Azure 

has services for scaling applications, web pages, SQL databases and cache as well as load 

balancing between virtual machines. In order to manage and measure the scalability of the 

platforms, these Azure services can be used. Since all the platforms except CKAN are 

commercial products, their scalability depends largely on the conditions of the SLA (the SLA 

can regulate for example the maximum number of requests per day, the amount of storage space 

available and the maximum response time for the API, see section 5.7 SLA and costs) and 

cannot be directly managed by the user. Since only one platform was available for scalability 

management, it was decided to not investigate this aspect of the platforms further. 

5.12  POLITICAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS 
It is beyond the scope of this report to make a detailed account of all political and legal aspects 

of publishing open government data. Instead, a short comparison between commercial and open 

source platforms and between an out-of-the-box solution and a custom-made solution from a 

political and legal point of view is made in this section. Lastly, some of the most interesting 

political and legal aspects of publishing open data are highlighted and discussed. 

5.12.1 Commercial vs open source platforms 
The evaluated platforms can be separated into two categories: commercial products hosted 

remotely in the cloud (i.e. Socrata, Softronic and ODS) or open source products hosted locally 

(i.e. CKAN, if hosted on a dedicated server instead of in the cloud).  

A political issue that was encountered during the course of this project was the question of who 

owns the data19. At authorities there can be confusion and uncertainty surrounding open data, 

and one of the areas of confusion is about who the owner of the open data is if a commercial 

product is used. Is it the authority itself, the company providing the commercial product or the 

cloud service that is hosting the data? This line of reasoning indicates that authorities are 

hesitant to use commercial products and would rather use open source products or products 

                                                 
18 ODS is at least partly hosted on Azure. The other providers are Amazon cloud services, eBRC and Numergy. 
19 The issue was encountered in the interview with Peter Mankenskiöld, National coordinator of open data at SKL 

and in conversations with the advisor at Softronic, Tommy Paanola. 
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developed in-house. It should be noted there is no actual facts supporting this theory. Whether 

this will be an issue in the future is hard to say, but the fact that several governments around 

the world are using commercial products for publishing their open data makes it a reasonable 

assumption that the issue will subside as the work with open data in Sweden progresses. 

Softronic has addressed the issue by letting their customers host their own database on Azure 

holding the open data. In this way, Softronic does not own the actual data used by the platform. 

5.12.2 Out-of-the-box solution vs custom-made solution 
All the platforms in this evaluation are in a sense out-of-the-box solutions20. There is for 

example a specific process for uploading data, a form for describing metadata information and 

a general web interface layout for each platform. But the platforms are also customizable to at 

least some extent: there are varying possibilities for choosing web themes, visualizations and 

different SLAs.  

An advantage for authorities in using an out-of-the-box solution as an open data platform is that 

it requires less work. If a solution were to be built from scratch, it could be a long process of 

defining the functionality and planning the architecture. On the other hand, for a custom-made 

solution, the authority does not have to adjust their IT infrastructure to the product. Instead, the 

product would be custom-made to fit in as well as contain all the required features.  

It can be argued that the platforms are not out-of-the-box solutions because there is an 

assumption there is open data available ready to be published. In reality, the data is often part 

of a complicated internal IT structure and the data itself can be fragmented, not in the supported 

format or not be free from classified information. 

5.12.3 General aspects 
Authorities face many challenges associated with publishing open data. In this report the main 

focus is the technical aspects of choosing a platform, but according to Peter Mankenskiöld, 

National coordinator of open data at SKL, there are several other aspects which are more 

complex. Some of the most common challenges are: 

 Organizational. Often the work with open data at an authority is dependent on one 

person’s commitment, and if that person leaves, the work does not continue. The work 

with open data needs to be incorporated into the normal routines of the authority. 

 Not enough established standards. Authorities are often waiting for others to lead 

the way, and to see how they do before starting the work themselves (see also section 

2.3.3 Survey by Morus). 

 Clear political directives are missing. Many authorities are not interested in starting 

their work with open data because there is not enough political pressure on them to do 

so. 

 What data to publish. The guide on re-use of public sector information [6] says that 

all information that is requested for re-use should be made accessible online if there 

are no legal obstacles. Practically, priorities are made of what information should be 

made accessible first. The priorities should according to the guide be made based on 

what data is requested by companies and private persons, if the data is already being 

                                                 
20 An out-of-the-box solution is meant to signify a solution that has been developed and is ready to be used 

without any configuration or code changes. 
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used by the authority’s own information services, an estimation of the democratic and 

economic value of the data and how much effort is required to publish the data.  

 What data not to publish. There is legislation concerning what data that must not be 

made public, for example personal information (see also section 3.1.2 Other 

legislation). In order to make the process of publishing open data as smooth as 

possible, the public and non-public parts of data should be separated as early as 

possible. This separation should be part of the regular process of data in order to avoid 

manual processing. 
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6 DISCUSSION OF EVALUATION 

In this chapter, a discussion of the result from the evaluation is presented. Table 4 presents each 

aspect with scores ranging from 1 to 5 (where 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest) for each 

platform followed by short explanations on the reasoning behind the different scores. Since free 

versions of the platforms Socrata and ODS were used, some aspects could not be evaluated 

from a full version perspective. The following aspects are evaluated from a free version 

perspective: Installation, configuration and gaining access to platforms, data input, all data 

output aspects and performance. The aspects evaluated from a full version perspective were: 

synchronization, SLA and costs, upgrades and theme customization. 

Installation, configuration and gaining access to platforms. In this aspect both Socrata and 

ODS got a high score because it was very easy to create an account and start using the platforms. 

To start using CKAN several steps had to be taken and there were failures along the way which 

gave it a low score. For the Softronic platform, no new instance was set up, so this aspect could 

not be evaluated. 

Data input. CKAN received a high score in the aspect for data input since many formats were 

supported and also because a lot of options for entering metadata were available. Socrata 

supported a number of formats but received a lower score because the input for metadata was 

limited. The opposite was true for Softronic with custom metadata input and fewer supported 

formats. ODS received the lowest score since the trial version only supported two formats. 

Data output: API. As mentioned in section 5.3.5 Summary, the platform with the best API 

capabilities was estimated to be Socrata. Socrata offered API access through their own SODA 

API as well as an OData API. Both the Socrata and Softronic platforms could perform the 

queries in the evaluation while CKAN and ODS both had limitations. 

  

Table 4. Showing scores for each platform for the evaluated aspects. The scores are ranging from 1-5 and a hyphen means 

that the aspect could not be evaluated. 
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Data output: Visualizations. Both CKAN and Socrata received high scores in the aspect for 

visualizations due to the fact that they could present tables with filtering functions, charts in a 

number of ways and maps with markers for the data. As for ODS, the trial version only offered 

a table with no filtering options and no other visualizations. Softronic scored lowest since no 

visualization capabilities were offered.  

Data output: File download. Socrata which offered most formats for downloading a dataset 

received the highest score in the aspect data output file downloads. ODS supported a fewer 

number of formats but provided the possibility to download a dataset in different formats 

through the API which also lead to a high score. CKAN and Softronic provided only the data 

in the original format for download but this was considered sufficient enough to receive a fairly 

high score.   

Performance. The performance of the API of the platforms was tested with a warm up test, a 

load test and a data download test. In the warm up test, both Softronic and Socrata showed a 

noticeable warm up time. In the load test on the other hand, Softronic and Socrata were the ones 

with the best performance. Softronic showed the best result in the data download test while 

Socrata did the worst. The overall impression was that Softronic and CKAN had the best API 

performance. It should be noted that several factors could have influenced the test results, see 

section 5.6.4 Factors affecting the test results. 

SLA and costs. The terms of the SLAs and the services offered are what is being scored in this 

discussion. Since the costs associated with the platforms are highly dependent on the specific 

needs of the customer, that aspect is disregarded. Socrata stood out as the platform with the 

most detailed plan for customers and offered plenty of support options which gave the platform 

a high score. Both ODS and CKAN offered customers packages with different SLAs and 

support included and the scores they received were high. The SLA that was offered by Softronic 

was not as clearly stipulated as the others which gave Softronic a lower score.   

Synchronization. All the evaluated platforms offered some form of synchronization feature. 

These features were not tested on the platforms due to time limitations. This makes a 

comparison of the platforms on the aspect of synchronization difficult, hence all platforms were 

given the same score. 

Upgrades. Since Socrata, ODS and Softronic are commercial products and upgrades are 

performed by the provider they all received the highest score in the aspect of upgrades. CKAN 

received a low score due to the fact that an upgrade requires more effort by the customer.  

Theme customization. Socrata received the highest score in the aspect theme customization 

because of the possibility for customers to choose whether to change the appearance by 

themselves or letting Socrata do it. Also, the web site was fully customizable with extensive 

documentation and predefined templates which could be mixed together. CKAN and ODS both 

had possibilities to fully customize the web site but lacked in areas such as documentation and 

predefined templates. Softronic received the lowest score due to the fact that only an example 

web site is included in the platform. 
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Scalability, Political and legal aspects. As shown in table 4, the platforms did not receive any 

scores for the scalability aspect or the political and legal aspects. The scalability aspect was 

decided to be left out of the evaluation since the subject was deemed too complex and extensive 

to be covered in this report. The political and legal aspects were not evaluated platform by 

platform, but rather on other grounds, see section 5.11 Political and legal aspects. Also, many 

of the general political and legal aspects were the same no matter which platform was chosen 

and hence no scores were set for this aspect. 

All the evaluated aspects were considered equally important hence the total score decided the 

recommended platform. Table 4 shows that Socrata received the highest score in total followed 

by in turn ODS, CKAN and Softronic. Socrata received the highest, or shared the highest score 

in all aspects except data input and performance.  
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7 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter includes a discussion on the achieved goals and how this thesis takes into account 

the sustainable development of society. The most important findings made during this project 

as well as recommendations for which platform to use when publishing open government data 

are also presented in this chapter.  

The main goal for the project was to find, evaluate and recommend a platform for publishing 

open government data. A recommendation could only be made after a thorough evaluation with 

the following aspects: how to add data to the platform, supported formats, data presentation, 

filter sensitive information, synchronization, SLA and costs, scalability and performance. 

Another goal was to implement a graphical client in order to evaluate the APIs of the platforms. 

The goal to find and recommend a platform was achieved after some modifications to the 

evaluated aspects. All aspects in section 1.2 Goals were included in the evaluation except filter 

sensitive information and scalability. None of the platforms had features to filter sensitive 

information and hence the aspect was not included in the evaluation. The scalability was too 

complex to evaluate within the time limit and instead a discussion about the aspect was held. 

To be able to make an even more accurate recommendation, some aspects were added to the 

evaluation: installation, configuration and access to platforms, upgrades, theme customization 

and political and legal aspects. The graphical client was implemented in the form of a web site 

providing search functionality and a map which used information retrieved from the APIs of 

the platforms. 

During this project it became clear that open government data can contribute to a sustainable 

society both economically, socially and ecologically. The innovative solutions using open data 

published by authorities that can be and has been created benefits IT companies and hence 

contributes to an economically sustainable development. Open data also contributes to a 

socially sustainable development by for example giving all citizens the same opportunities to 

access information from authorities on the Internet. Lastly, applications using open government 

data can also contribute to an ecologically sustainable development. For example, a mobile 

application showing all near-by recycling facilities can increase the awareness and interest in 

recycling within the population. 

The most important findings concern problems authorities face associated with open data, the 

platform options available and the importance of an API. 

The problems authorities face when dealing with open data are not mainly technical. More 

relevant issues to address are political and organizational. The current IT structure of authorities 

are often complex and clear political directives for how and what to publish are lacking.  

There are a few open source platforms available, but only CKAN had both a web interface and 

functioned correctly during the project. CKAN, ODS and Socrata all have extensive features 

and are well established on the market while the Softronic platform has fewer features. 
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According to the Swedish Digital Agenda [1], the development of new and innovative e-

services is a goal of open data. The most relevant way to access data from a software 

developer’s perspective is through an API. Socrata and Softronic provide the best API 

alternatives according to the evaluation made in this report. 

The recommended platform for publishing open government data according to the evaluation 

made in this report is Socrata. The main reasons are the extensive functionality offered, the fact 

that few technical skills are required to use it and the availability and extent of the support 

services. CKAN is recommended as an alternative platform if a commercial product is not an 

option. 
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8 FUTURE WORK 

This section presents suggestions of future work to gain further insight into the area of platforms 

for open government data.  

If an open source solution is of interest, the suggestion is to make a more in-depth analysis of 

the CKAN platform. This includes a manual installation, manual upgrades and testing various 

extensions. 

If developing an in-house solution is the aim, an investigation of the fundamental parts and 

desired features of a platform is needed. This in order to create a suitable platform architecture.  

In order to make a more extensive analysis of the platforms in this report, many of the evaluation 

aspects need to be investigated further. Key aspects to look at are synchronization, scalability 

and data input. For data input, adding more complex resources such as databases and existing 

information systems to the platforms are recommended as the next step. 

More work is needed in order to determine what steps an authority should take when employing 

a platform for open government data. A strategy that takes into account the requirements on an 

organizational and political level should be developed. 
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APPENDIX A – INTERVIEW QUESTIONS AND INTERVIEWEES 

The questions that were used in the interviews during the pre-study is presented here. Follow 

up questions (not included here) and slight alterations to the questions occurred in some of the 

interviews. This in order to get more detailed information and information specific to the 

circumstances. The interviewees are also presented with name and title. 

 

Interview questions: 
 What is the status of your work with open data? 

 What requirements do you have on a platform handling open data? 

If a platform for open data is used or has been developed: 

 Which platform do you use today? (Commercial product or developed by your 

company?) 

 What language is the platform implemented in? 

 What formats are supported as a data source? 

 What formats are supported as the output? (API, CSV etc.) 

 How is the filtering done handling sensitive information? 

 Is the data visualized in any way? (map, chart, table) 

 Do you know any alternative platforms that can be used for the same purpose? 

 Have you seen any benefits when opening up data? 

 

Interviewees: 
 Björn Hagström, Strategist, municipality of Örebro. 

 Stefan Svensson, contact person for open data, city of Stockholm. 

 Jonas Ginsburg, Information departement, Riksdag administration. 

 Ann-Marie Blom Wohlgemuth, contact person for open data, Naturvårdsverket. 

 Mattias Skoog, Webbstrategist, municipality of Falkenberg. 

 Thomas Kvist, Project manager, municipality of Umeå. 

 Jari Koponen, Infrastructure Architect, municipality of Sundsvall. 

 Peter Mankenskiöld, Sustainable development expert, city of Västerås and National 

coordinator of open data, SKL. 
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APPENDIX B – PLATFORM CANDIDATES 
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APPENDIX B – PLATFORM CANDIDATES CONTINUED 
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APPENDIX C – GRAPHICAL CLIENT SCREENSHOT 

 

Figure 3. A screenshot of the subpage for Softronic. The subpages for the other platforms are analogous. 


